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The authors of [1] provide a comprehensive compilation of Neviii energy levels and spectral lines. We are concerned
about the data of one line treated in the second paragraph of Section 2, the line at 77.0 nm. This line is very important
for solar physics investigations as it is a bright line emitted in the lower corona of the Sun, where mass flux and energy
transport determine the properties of the nascent solar wind. Consequently, it has been studied in a number of
investigations, of which we want to mention two. The results are published by Peter and Judge [2] and Dammasch
et al. [3]. Both these studies concluded that the rest wavelength of the Neviii line in question is 77.0428 nm with
standard uncertainties of 0.7 pm and 0.3 pm, respectively. Dammasch et al. discussed, in particular, the uncertainty
level of 0.5 pm stated by Bockasten et al. [4]. The conclusion was that it is far too optimistic and not reliable. So, we
take issue with the statement of the authors that the Bockasten et al. measurements of this line are the most accurate
in the literature.

If the Bockasten et al. value (77.0409 nm ± 0.0005 nm) [4] for the rest wavelength of this line were true, it would
imply downward movements in the solar corona that are in conflict with the measurements in other lines.
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